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The application of concepts like conformational properties and salient physicochemical features of protein ... for advanced physics students interested in this new and exciting field or for professors ...
Fundamentals of Polymer Physics and Molecular Biophysics
They discovered a protein found only in legumes called symbiotic ... we could give crop plants back this special property they have lost in the course of evolution," says Ott.
How plants find their symbiotic partners
There is of course already an existing portfolio of alternative ... These fibers are made up of silk fibroin protein polymers, and they can be broken down to its individual protein components ...
Researchers create leather-like material from silk proteins
Electives can be chosen from a broad range of courses in the sciences ... and solid-state physics can be applied to basic biological processes such as protein folding or cellular motility or chemical ...
Why a B.A. in Physics? Physics is the quest to explore the forces shaping our universe.
As students at DePauw, neither Brian Dixon ’01 nor Brian Gau ’96 anticipated working in the consequential jobs they hold now. These scientists, with their dissimilar expertise and disparate roles, are ...
Leaders the World Needs
and structure-function relationships in photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes. Other topics currently being studied include the optical properties of photonic crystal ring resonators and the ...
Physics (MSc)
Eikon Therapeutics, Inc., a pioneer in live-cell super-resolution microscopy and engineering for drug discovery, today announced that it has closed a $148 million Series A financing led by The Column ...
Eikon Therapeutics Closes $148 Million Series A Financing to Develop High-Throughput, Super-Resolution Microscopy for Drug Discovery
The PhD program in Molecular and Cell Biology begins with core courses in biochemistry ... the molecular mechanisms of biological processes such as gene expression, protein structure and function, ...
Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular and Cell Biology
Interim HealthCare Inc., the nation's leading franchise network of home healthcare, personal care, healthcare staffing and hospice services, announced today the launch of "Beyond Gratitude: Appreciate ...
Interim HealthCare Inc. Launches 2021 National Nurses Week Campaign, "Beyond Gratitude: Appreciate | Advocate"
The Royal Society has granted prestigious fellowships to four scientists at Imperial College London this month.
Four top Imperial academics become Royal Society Fellows
There is of course already an existing portfolio of alternative ... These fibers are made up of silk fibroin protein polymers, and they can be broken down to its individual protein components ...
Leather-like material created from silk proteins
The Mail on Sunday has launched a new campaign demanding that NHS England changes its guidance so all GPs must prioritise seeing patients face-to-face again.
Let us all see our GPs face to face again: Last November The Mail on Sunday first highlighted the fears of patients only allowed phone or video calls with their doctor... by ...
instructing it to generate whatever protein one wanted. But the idea was science fiction until several discoveries in the 1980s finally made it possible. Of course, once scientists started ...
The mRNA revolution: How COVID-19 hit fast-forward on an experimental technology
A while back I looked at lubricants for the home shop, with an eye to the physics and chemistry behind ... all macromolecules of some sort. The long protein chains of hide glue, the ...
Glues You Can Use: Adhesives For The Home Shop
The hierarchical elements of music composition (pitch, range, dynamics, tempo) are analogous to the hierarchical elements of a protein structure ... because of course a spider does not use ...
MIT scientists study spider web structure by translating it into music
over the course of a week. Their brain tissue was then examined through chemical analysis which revealed a significant reduction in amyloid protein. As part of separate experiments on mouse cells ...
Novel Alzheimer's treatment clears brain plaques with light and oxygen
The team collaborated with Prof PK Ponnuswamy, Former Vice-Chancellor, University of Madras, and Madurai Kamaraj University and Professor, Department of Physics, Bharathidasan University in ...
IIT Madras Researchers Study High Transmission Potential Of Coronavirus
There is of course already an existing portfolio of alternative ... begins with dissolving the fibers and reformulating the protein for extrusion and printing into swatches with customized patterns.
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